EDGE-TO-OFFICE

THE HOUSTON EXPERIENCE

HPE's new Houston headquarters embodies our vision for the future of work – at the edge and in the office – offering flexibility, balance, and wellness to team members.

Located in the heart of City Place

25 MILES north of downtown Houston

HQ accommodates 2,000+ team members

“We know today's workforce is not the same one that left the office two years ago, and we've purposefully designed our new headquarters to give team members the flexibility and space they need to care for themselves.”

Antonio Neri, President and CEO of Hewlett Packard Enterprise

INVESTMENT

$615M

The new campus opening brings HPE's Houston metro area investments to an estimated $615 million1

WELLNESS & BALANCE

- Makerspace, a hands-on creative space featuring laser cutters, woodworking and welding equipment, and 3D printers
- Marketplace offering groceries and ready to heat, take-home meals to encourage personal downtime
- On and offline wellness ranging from on-location doctors and a pharmacy to Wellness Rooms and gym

EDGE-TO-OFFICE

Hybrid work model responsive to team member preference for flexibility

- 80% of global team members designated as "edge" workers
- ~1,000 assorted flexible workspace areas and sit-to-stand workstations
- ~70 meeting rooms for collaboration
- 123,800 SF ballroom style data center/lab space

SELECT HOUSTON AREA COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS

- Greater Houston Partnership
- University of Houston - HPE Data Science Institute
- 2021 Houston Open Title Sponsor
- Code Wars – Sponsor of a coding competition for high school students for the last 25 years
- HPE Gives – Supporter of 124 Houston-based organizations in FY21

SUSTAINABILITY

- Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) Certification (anticipated Q3 2022)
- The campus uses 100% renewable energy, generated offsite
- Over 75% of waste during construction was recycled, salvaged, and reused
- Landscaping design includes the use of Texas native and adaptive vegetation

1. Includes our headquarters campus and annual operations, community engagement, and potential annualized compensation and benefits for team members